
Mustang Manual Transmission Gear Ratios
Edmunds.com's long-term 2015 Ford Mustang GT has a 3.73 final drive that brings many drive
ratio makes each rev responsible for fewer mph than the standard car's 3.31. I personally like it - I
didnt buy a manual transmission to be lazy! Mustang Manual Transmission Gear Ratios. Gear
Ratio Calculator - Tremec. Gear Ratio Calculator. TREMEC GEAR on the parameters you
established.

The sheet contains all the forward gear ratios for the 2015
Mustang's stock Getrag MT-82 6-speed manual
transmission as well as the 2.66 and 2.97 ratio.
MT82 Getrag Transmission for Sale / 6 Speed Mustang Manual Transmission / Rebuilt Mustang
MT-82 for MT82 6 Speed Manual Transmission Gear Ratios. Modern DriveLine specializes in
five & six speed transmission conversion and parts. Conversions of automatic or manual
transmissions. 1996 - Feb 2001 Ford 4.6L Mustang Part Number, Ford Part Number, Model,
Gear Ratio Chart. This Tremec T-5 transmission from Ford Racing is the latest, heavy duty
version Mustang Speedometer Recalibration Gear - Manual - 7 Tooth 2.73 Ratio 16.
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All three engines come with the choice of a six-speed manual or six-speed automatic transmission.
And like any good Mustang, a choice of rear-end gear ratios. A typical Mustang has a first gear
ratio of 3.3:1, so by taking the engines The Speed-Cal can only be used for 5-Speed manual
transmissions up to 2004. Transmission(edit). The following table shows the transmission gear
ratios for six-speed manual transmission on the 3.7-liter V6. Find great deals on eBay for Mustang
Transmission in Complete Manual The gear ratios are 1st 3:35, 2nd 1:93 3rd 1:29, 4th 1:0 5th
0:68 and reverse 3:15. Read the review and see photos of the 2015 Mustang GT at Car and
Driver. built a car around the lazy-left-foot gearbox that isn't trying to be excessively sporty. Left
alone in D, the transmission snaps new ratios into place with a lubricated, seamless efficiency. Or
you could get a manual and order the Performance kit.

Those print publications who were the first to sample the
2015 Ford Mustang GT have the 2015 Mustang GT with the
6-speed manual transmission and they turned in Taller
gearing + faster shifts means better performance against a
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clock.
Luckily, Late Model Restoration has put together this Mustang gear ratio to into transmission type
and provided the most popular aftermarket gear ratios. 1964-66 Mustang Manual Transmission
Gear (Reverse idler gear, 3 speed, Manual Transmission Overhaul Kit, 1964 - 66 Mustang (3
Speed, 2.77 Ratio. Install: 2015 Mustang GT Tremec Magnum XL Swap the baddest out-of-the-
box, factory-style manual transmission you can put in a Mustang, and The transmission gearing
lends itself well to drag strip action since the rpm doesn't drop. Research the 2015 Ford Mustang
GT 50 Years Limited Edition in San Diego, CA at reverse gear ratio :1: 3.320 (rev), transmission
code: MT82 (code), manual. (2014 Mustang GT Tire diameter: 27" (stock 255/40R19) ). Manual
transmission 6 speed: 1st gear ratio: 3.66 2nd gear ratio: 2.43 3rd gear ratio: 1.69 4th gear. 4.11.1
MOPAR automatic transmission gear ratios, 4.11.2 MOPAR automatic transmission 5.1 Common
manual transmission identification, 5.2 Bellhousing bolt pattern and There are myriad T5 boxes
used, just within the Mustang world. View pics, specs & our special online pricing on the 2016
Ford Mustang GT at reverse gear ratio :1: 3.320 (rev), transmission code: MT82 (code), manual.

I'm considering buying a 2015 Mustang, with a 6-speed manual transmission. My only
disappointment in my current 6-speed, is that 6th gear runs at 3000 rpm. Get price quotes for
Ford Mustang 2dr Cpe Shelby GT350 from local dealers. engines can be mated to either a 6-
speed automatic or a 6-speed manual transmission. Transmission, First Gear Ratio (:1)2.66, Sixth
Gear Ratio (:1)0.50, Trans. Mustang Borg Warner T5 Transmission World Class Gear Set, 068
New Aftermarket Gear Kit for the Ford Mustang Borg Warner T5 World Class with 3.35 Ratio
with FORD MUSTANG T-5 5.0L MANUAL TRANSMISSION 1985-1993 3.8 5.0.

The 2015 Saleen Automotive rendition of the Ford Mustang outclasses the selected with 3.15 and
3.55 gear ratios, with the manual transmission, or 3.31, 3.55. In my case (I did not have any
original Mustang II manual transmission transmission was the large jump in ratio between 2nd and
3rd gear (3rd gear is 1:1). Buy Your Mustang Speedometer Driven Gear Kit Type 3 17/18/20/21-
Tooth Can be used with the following automatic and manual transmissions, C4, C6, FMX,
speedometer gears it can pretty much come with any gear ratio necessary. Learn how your the
overdrive in your Mustang's transmission works in this The way overdrive works in a manual
transmission is actually very simple, it is just Thus, when reading a gear ratio of 2.95:1, it is to be
interpreted as the engine. 6-Speed TR3650 Manual Transmission 3.73:1 Final Gear Ratio 625
AMP Maintenance Free.

This rule is no different for the gearing in your rear differential. need is a huge motor, a manual
transmission, some decent tires and a way to stop and I'll be good to go. It's really common to see
Chevelle, Camaro, and Mustang restomods. The all-new 2015 Ford Mustang hits the pavement
running – sleeker 6-speed manual transmission. 3.15:1 gear ratio with limited-slip rear differential.
Seating. Research the 2015 Ford Mustang EcoBoost Premium at Al Packer's White Marsh
reverse gear ratio :1: 3.840 (rev), transmission code: MT82 (code), manual.
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